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The recent diphoton excess at the LHC has been explained tentatively by a Standard Model (SM) singlet 
scalar of 750 GeV in mass, in the association of heavy particles with SM gauge charges. These new 
particles with various SM gauge charges induce loop-level couplings of the new scalar to W W , Z Z , 
Zγ , γ γ , and gg. We show that the strength of the couplings to the gauge bosons also determines 
the production mechanism of the scalar particle via W W , Z Z , Zγ , γ γ , gg fusion which leads to 
individually distinguishable jet distributions in the final state where the statistics will be improved in 
the ongoing run. The number of jets and the leading jet’s transverse momentum distribution in the 
excess region of the diphoton signal can be used to determine the coupling of the scalar to the gauge 
bosons arising from the protons which subsequently determine the charges of the heavy particles that 
arise from various well-motivated models.

© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
Both ATLAS and CMS collaborations have reported an excess 
of diphoton events at a reconstructed invariant mass of about 
750 GeV. This excess is visible in the data at 13 TeV [1,2] and 
consistent with 8 TeV [3,4]. The local signal significance of the ex-
cess by ATLAS is 3.6σ for an integrated luminosity of 3.2 fb−1 at 
13 TeV and about 1.9 σ from 20.3 fb−1 at 8 TeV, while the local 
signal significance by CMS is 3.4σ by combining results from lu-
minosities of 3.3 fb−1 and 19.7 fb−1 at 13 and 8 TeV, respectively. 
It is noted that the observed significance by CMS is maximized for 
a narrow decay width of �/m ≤ 10−2, while the ATLAS result is in 
favor of a larger width with �/m ∼ 0.06. Using the limited data, 
ATLAS has also reported jet multiplicity distributions in the dipho-
ton excess region and its sidebands.

In this Letter, we point out that the jet topology could be pow-
erful in distinguishing different models in the excess region when 
more data becomes available in the ongoing run.

Among numerous hypotheses [5,6] to explain the diphoton ex-
cess, we focus on the phenomenologically minimal setup by intro-
ducing a Standard Model (SM) singlet X with a mass of 750 GeV 
accompanied by multiplets of vector-like particles which possess 
SM charges. The effective coupling of SM SU(2)L and U(1)Y gauge
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Fig. 1. Loop-induced couplings between photons and 750 GeV resonance. ‘NP’ de-
notes for any new physics heavy particles that are charged under the SM gauge 
groups.

bosons to the 750 GeV resonance can be induced at loop level by 
heavy new particles, as shown in Fig. 1, and can be written as

Leff ⊃ κ1 X Bμν Bμν + κ2 X W μν Wμν + κ3 XGμνGμν. (1)

The coupling values are determined from the heavy particles’ 
masses and charges under the SM gauge groups. After rotations 
they give rise to effective couplings between X and the physical 
gauge bosons,

κγ γ = κ1 cos2 θW + κ2 sin2 θW ,

κZ Z = κ2 cos2 θW + κ1 sin2 θW , (2)

κZγ = (κ2 − κ1) sin 2θW ,

κW W = κ2 , κgg = κ3.
 under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
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The relative size of these couplings are among the most charac-
teristic predictions of new physics scenarios that implement new 
heavy particles. For instance, Ref. [7] proposes the gauge unifica-
tion under SU(6) at O(1016) GeV which require the existence of 
a number of new fermions which include down type SU(2) sin-
glet vector-like quark D and vector-like SU(2) lepton doublet L. 
The multiplicity of these new fermions and masses fixes κi and 
subsequent X decay branching fractions into γ γ , gg, Zγ , Z Z and 
W W final states. Similarly, one can introduce Q , E and U type 
vector-like fermions to satisfy the data in the context of 10 + 10
representation of SU(5) [8]. These are just two examples of new 
physics models in which the heavy particles’ SM charge assign-
ments predict the relative sizes of κi .

The relative strengths of κi s not only predict the branching ra-
tios of γ γ , gg, Zγ , Z Z and W W final states, but they also give us 
several production possibilities of X via fusion of different gauge 
bosons. For example, in case of larger κW W , Z Z couplings, we ex-
pect pp → Z Z , Zγ , W W , j j with high pT jets to be the primary 
predictions from these effective couplings. Such channels can be 
tested in the upcoming LHC dijet, multi-lepton, and leptons + pho-
ton resonance searches. Alternatively, in a dominant κγγ case we 
can expect less associated jets with significant pT . Therefore, dif-
ferent scenarios with various values of κi that yield unique final 
state jet distributions provide us with a very promising probe of 
the production mechanism of the resonance.

Let us now discuss the productions of X via various mecha-
nisms due to each κi and their predictions on the associated jet 
multiplicity and the leading jet pT distribution.

Photon-fusion has been proposed in Ref. [9,10], and the initial 
state photon is studied kinematically in detail [11]. These studies 
differentiate the photon fusion from other, especially gluon fusion, 
in the photon kinematics and jet pT . In this work, we focus on the 
jet multiplicity as the distinctive feature and compare with exper-
imental data.

Photon-fusion can obtain domination with κ1 � κ2, κ3, for ex-
ample, when the mediators inside the loop are non-colored SU(2)L

singlets, like heavy partners of right-handed charged leptons. Their 
electric charge (from their hypercharge) generates photonic cou-
plings that explain the excess, yet without inciting large couplings 
to the gluon or W boson.

A unique kinematic feature of inelastic photon fusion is the 
photon’s collinear enhancement that strongly favors low pT recoil 
on its parent parton, thus leads to low pT and/or high pseudora-
pidity initial state jets, which prevent such jets from populating 
the central detector regions. Elastic photons [9,11] from the pro-
ton also make a sub-leading contribution, where photon emission 
is also suppressed by proton scattering pT and would dominantly 
yield a jet-less final state. Comparing the number of jets, N j in 
the observed η ranges from ATLAS’s diphoton sample [4] can be a 
useful way to check whether the experimental excesses show pref-
erence to photon-fusion as the major production mechanism.

We simulated the N j distribution with a κ1 dominant bench-
mark point for the jet distributions from photon fusion. We use 
MadGraph [12] and the recent NNPDF23_LO set [13], which in-
cludes the photon’s distribution inside the proton. Pythia [14]
is used for parton shower and Delphes [15] for detector simu-
lation. The N j from photon-fusion is shown in Fig. 2, with jet 
pT > 25 GeV in the pseudorapidity range |η| < 4.4, from ATLAS [4]. 
We consider the pile-up effects to be well-eliminated in experi-
mental analysis and are thus not included here. To fully account 
for the jets from γ γ fusion, we calculate both the total cross sec-
tion σ tot(γ γ → γ γ ) where the initial γ as a parton, and also for 
the one-jet process σ(γ p → γ γ j), plus subsequent showers. The 
latter gives the N j distribution of one or more jets. We then add 
the difference 	σ ≡ σ tot −σ ap , which fails to produce a jet, to the 
Fig. 2. Detector-level central region N j (left) and jet pT distribution from photon 
(red-solid), W W (blue-dashed) and gg (black-dotted) fusions. (For interpretation 
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.)

zero-jet bin. We did not include the elastic and semi-elastic con-
tributions here, which would also dominantly fall into the zero-jet 
case.

As a note, κ1 would also enable Z Z fusion, and κZ Z /κγ γ could 
be enhanced in the limit κ1 → −κ2 tan2 θW , however, this condi-
tion requires a tuning of gauge group mixing and may be very 
model-dependent. Generally the collinear enhancement of γ emis-
sion would let γ γ fusion dominate over Z Z fusion (and the 
mixed γ Z ). As Z Z is kinematically almost identical to W W fu-
sion, we do not list it as a separate case in this work. Both Zγ and 
Z Z can lead to high pT jet(s).

WW fusion, in comparison, is present if the heavy mediators 
are charged under the SM’s SU(2)L , e.g., vector-like lepton doublets, 
quark doublets in 5 + 5̄ and 10 + 1̄0 multiplets of SU(5), etc.

Noted that with a non-zero κ2, κW W would often coexist 
with κγγ , and W W , γ γ fusions would interfere. For illustrative 
purposes, here we choose a special case κ1 ∼ −κ2 tan2 θW to sup-
press κγγ relative to κW W , and provide a W W fusion dominated 
production process.

Unlike the γ γ fusion case, the W W fusion always comes with 
two associated initial state jets (aka VBF jets) and the central jet 
multiplicity would peak at N j = 2. Due to the weak-scale mass of 
the W boson, W s are not forwardly enchanced, and a typical ISR 
jet would acquire pT ∼ O(MW ) or higher, as shown in Fig. 2. It is 
clear that W W and γ γ fusion cases differ significantly in both jet 
multiplicity and jet pT distributions.

gg fusion can be the leading production channel if heavy me-
diator are colored, or if X is a composite particle made of colored 
fields [6,16], etc. A very similar case is that X may have a small 
tree-level coupling Xq̄q with quarks, if it is an SU(2)L doublet. Both 
gg, qq̄ → X initial states are dominated by QCD and produce am-
ple initial state radiation (ISR) jets. A distinction between gg and 
qq̄ initial states has been pointed out in Ref. [17]. The jet multi-
plicity distribution will follow a power-law shape which is typical 
for QCD radiation, and jet pT distribution will also show a similar 
behavior, as shown in Fig. 2.

In the event generation for gg fusion, we included gg → X , 
gp → X j and pp → X jj processes to fully account for ISR jets. 
MLM matching [18] with xqcut > 40 GeV and Q cut > 40GeV are 
used to avoid double counting. Although both N j distributions fa-
vor low multiplicity in both γ γ , gg fusion, gg differs from γ γ
with a much less pronounced weight in the zero-jet final state. 
This indicates that gg fusion production has a higher fraction of 
signal diphoton events with ISR jet(s), whereas γ γ fusion pre-
dicts much fewer associated jets in signal events. Fusion of massive 
gauge bosons, W W and Z Z , also predicts associated jets with pT

above their mass scale, and a different shape in the leading jet pT

spectrum, as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. Signal in N j distribution for γ γ , W W and gg fusion channels with ATLAS’s diphoton data [4] Spin-0 criteria are assumed. The shape of re-scaled SM background 
(gray) is taken from the 700–840 GeV Mγ γ Monte Carlo within ATLAS’s report.
Experimental Nj data from the recent ATLAS report [4] shows 
that the excess of events under the selection rule of a spin-0 reso-
nance in the 700–840 GeV mass range, mostly fall into the zero-jet 
bin. In order to make a fit to the N j data, in Fig. 3 we allow the 
signal-to-background ratio S/B to float for different channels, which 
indicates the size of an excess versus a fixed-rate SM background. 
It is clear that the photon fusion mechanism makes the best match 
to the N j shape due to its lack of central jets. A value of S/B = 0.6
makes a best-fit for γ γ fusion, and S/B ∼ 1 for gg fusion which 
gives a worse fit in comparison. Interestingly, a background-only 
shape is strongly favored in the fit of W W fusion, due to the 
higher N j in W W fusion.

If the diphoton excess is explained by photon fusion, the di-
rect prediction on jets, in case they exist, will be of low pT due 
to the forward enhancement of photon emissions. A photon fu-
sion dominated production would also suggest enhanced X decay 
branching fraction into γ γ (also yet not necessarily Zγ , Z Z ) final 
states, while X → W W , j j would be suppressed. Similarly, if W W , 
gg channels were to dominate the production, the corresponding 
X decays would also become dominant and could be tested with 
upcoming LHC data. It is worthwhile to note that the γ γ fusion 
cross section scales with the beam energy differently than from 
that of gg fusion, i.e., by a factor ∼0.4. We find that σγγ at 8 TeV 
is ∼1.9 times smaller than the same at 13 TeV which is compara-
ble to σqq̄ . In contrast, the σgg at 8 TeV is ∼4.7 times smaller than 
the same at 13 TeV. Consequently the production cross section for 
γ γ initial states is compatible with more than 2σ deviation for 
the ATLAS and less than 2σ deviation for the CMS 8 TeV results. 
However, we require more data to understand the consistency be-
tween the 8 and 13 TeV data conclusively.

In Fig. 4, we show the parameter regions where each of 
γ γ , W W /Z Z , gg fusion individually become the dominant (more 
than 50% of the sum of all three cross sections) production chan-
nel. Here we consider the total cross section of γ γ → X for 
photon fusion, the VBF cross section pp → X jj with a leading jet 
pT > 50GeV cut that selects W /Z fusion, and gg → X for gluon 
fusion. Note that the QCD-dominated gg fusion benefits from in-
clusion of ISR jets that open more initial states, thus the realistic 
gg cross section would scale up by a O(1) factor and could cause 
the gg/VBF boundary to move slightly left. The VBF cross-section 
in κ2 	 κ3 cases would also include sizeable contribution from the 
gluon mediated pp → X jj process thus may not always represent 
a weak production.

It is interesting to note the difference in κi between various 
new physics scenarios. The ‘reduced’ parameter range of effective 
couplings with {D, L} fermions in 5 + 5 and {Q, U, E} in 10 + 10
scenarios in the context of SU(5) is shown in Fig. 4. The vector-like 
fermion contributions to the effective couplings are proportional 
to λ f /M f , where λ f denotes their coupling to X via λ f X f̄ f . 
In the ‘reduced’ parameter space, we neglect the sub-dominant 
Fig. 4. Regions where γ γ , W W /Z Z , gg fusion individually become the dominant 
production mechanism. Sample 5 +5 (orange curve), 10 +10 (green area) parameter 
regions are also shown for various rL/D , and the dashed ends can extend to the 
large rL/D � 1 range. The asterisk symbols mark the high scale unification point 
where rL/D = 0.95 using 5 + 5. The 10 + 10 region is extended due to the difference 
between rE/U and rE/Q . In both scenarios, all heavy vector fermions assume their 
masses where unification is achieved. For W W /Z Z fusion we use the V B F cross 
section with a leading jet pT > 50 GeV cut. (For interpretation of the references to 
color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

dependence of fermion mass in the loop factors and consider a 
lepton-quark ratio rL/D ≡ λL

ML
/ λD

MD
. Using 5 + 5 fields, after choos-

ing a value of rL/D , we find that the dependence on fermion mass 
becomes less sensitive, and the relevant parameter space can be 
approximated by a single curve (orange). The high scale grand 
unification scenario occurs at rL/D = 0.95, where we use renor-
malization group equations to determine the values of λ and M at 
the TeV scale, starting from the grand unified theory (GUT) scale, 
showing this unification with an asterisk symbol. For illustrative 
purposes, we assume common fermion mass at GUT scale and fix 
low-scale fermion masses at ML = 400 GeV and MD = 766 GeV. In 
the 10 +10 case, the parameter space broadens due to the fact that 
Q , U fields can assume different λ/M . Even away from the unifi-
cation point, one can use the component fields of 5 + 5, 10 + 10 to 
explain the excess. Due to the presence of vector-like quarks, the 
gluon initial state dominates in the gauge unification model. How-
ever, if we use the E + Ē fields to be light then κ1 can dominate.

The discussions so far have not taken into account the gauge 
boson fusion’s impact on the size of X decay width. While CMS [3]
reported a slight favor for a narrow X width, both CMS and ATLAS 
results are consistent with a large width scenario up to a few per-
cent of the X mass.

A promising way to increase the X width is to couple X with 
complete SM singlets, e.g. via a X N̄ N type interaction. Particle N
avoids the detection at the LHC and makes a significant contribu-
tion to �X as invisible width. Such a scenario also faces problems 
from monojet searches [19]. The monojet channel is enhanced by 
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Table 1
Characteristics of jets in different vector gauge boson fusion (VBF) production mech-
anisms. The non-VBF qq̄ process is listed under VBF gg process due to similarity in 
their kinematics.

Production channel γ γ W W /Z Z gg/qq̄

Probable N j (|η| < 4.4) ∼ 0 2–3 1–2
Leading jet pT � 10 GeV � MW QCD-like
Monojet constraint* Yes Severe Yes

* If a large invisible width is present.

BF(X → N̄ N)/BF(X → γ γ ) which can be quite significant if N̄ N is 
the major contributor to a large X width.

For the photon fusion, only about 2–3% of γ γ → X provide a 
leading jet more than 100 GeV and missing transverse energy of 
200 GeV to be registered as a monojet event. For W W and gg
fusion cases, this fraction is 27% and 4%, respectively. Therefore, 
γ γ fusion is slightly better than gg in terms of monojet bound, 
while W W can be significantly worse.

To summarize, we have investigated the possibilities of distin-
guishing different models based on the number and pT of jets 
in the excess regions which can be confirmed when more data 
is available in the ongoing run. The 750 GeV resonance has been 
explained using a SM singlet and vector-like particles with differ-
ent SM charges in various well-motivated models. Based on the 
SM charge assignments, the production mechanism of these parti-
cles at the LHC can occur via γ γ , W W /Z Z , gg initial states. The 
jet spectrum associated with these different production processes 
can be different, which we summarize in Table 1. We also found 
that the photon fusion initial state matches the N j shape provided 
by ATLAS well, due to its lack of central jets whereas the gg fusion 
provides a worse fit in comparison. The W W fusion initial state fit 
is lot worse due to the central jet multiplicity peaking at 2. With 
more data, we find that the associated jet spectrum will be able to 
distinguish different models which explain the diphoton excess.
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